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NOTICE OF MEETING
California Future of Work Commission
Convening 1: The Present and Future State of Work in California

September 10-11, 2019
CalEPA Building
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA

A meeting of the California Future of Work Commission (Commission) will be held on Tuesday, September 10 at 10am in the Coastal Hearing Room and continue on Wednesday, September 11 at 9am in the Sierra Hearing Room at the CalEPA Building.

AGENDA

DAY 1: September 10

10:00am Call to Order/ Roll Call

Opening/Welcome
James Manyika and Mary Kay Henry, Co-Chairs

Setting Goals and Expectations of the Commission
- Lande Ajose – Senior Policy Advisor Higher Education
- Lenny Mendonca – Chief Economic and Business Advisor
- Julie Su – Secretary, Labor and Workforce Development Agency

Introduction of Commissioners
(All)
Materials from the onboarding process can be found here.
Expert Panel: The State of Work in California
A discussion of how work has changed over the past 40 years
- Anmol Chaddha, Research Director, Equitable Futures Lab; Institute for the Future
- Heather Boushey, President and CEO, Washington Center for Equitable Growth
- Ken Jacobs, Chair, UC Berkeley Center for Labor Research and Education, Institute for Research on Labor and Employment (IRLE)

1:15pm  Lunch Recess

2:00pm  Reconvene Commission

Panel: Voices of Workers
A panel presenting a range of experiences in jobs changing due to technological forces
- Eric Guillen; San Bernardino, CA
- Linda Hernández; Lancaster, CA
- Anselmo Alday; Elk Grove, CA
- Raymond Bayquen; San Diego, CA

Exercises for the Commission
Developing design criteria for the Future of Work
Marina Gorbis, Institute for the Future

Wrap-up

Public Comment
NOTE: The Commission may not discuss or take action on any matter raised during the public comment session, except to decide whether to place the matter on the agenda of a future meeting (Government Code Sections 11125, 1125.7(a))

5:00pm  Recess until Wednesday, September 11, 2019
DAY 2: September 11

9:00am  Call to Order/ Roll Call

Opening/Welcome
James Manyika and Mary Kay Henry, Co-Chairs

Discussion of topics from Day 1
Commissioners
Moderated by Lande Ajose, Lenny Mendonca and Julie Su

Expert Panel: Skills, Training & Job Quality
A discussion of the role of skills and job quality in addressing the Future of Work
Moderated by Anmol Chaddha, Institute for the Future
- Jesse Rothstein, Professor of Public Policy and Economics; Director of the Institute for Research on Labor and Employment, UC Berkeley
- Rick Wartzman, Drucker Institute
- Virginia Parks, Professor, Urban Planning and Public Policy, UC Irvine

12:00pm  Lunch Recess

1:00pm  Reconvene Commission

Expert Panel: Technologies Reshaping Work
A discussion of the key technologies reshaping work and the labor market
Moderated by Marina Gorbis, Institute for the Future
- Annette Bernhardt, Director, Low-Wage Work Program, UC Berkeley Labor Center
- Michael Bernstein, Computer Science Department, Stanford University
- Mark Rosekind, PhD, Chief Safety Innovation Officer, Zoox, Inc.
Applications of Technologies Reshaping Work
A continued discussion of the key technologies reshaping work and the labor market and how they are being applied. Moderated by Marina Gorbis, Institute for the Future
● Jeremy Gray, Vice President of Research & Development, KnackApp
● Ben Reed, Principal Program Manager—Mixed Reality at Work, Business Applications Group, Microsoft Corporation
● Wendy McCoy, IBM

Discussion among Commissioners

Wrap-up

Public Comment
NOTE: The Commission may not discuss or take action on any matter raised during the public comment session, except to decide whether to place the matter on the agenda of a future meeting (Government Code Sections 11125, 1125.7(a))

5:00pm Adjourn